Starting work with the wood chips on the path
In the thicket starting to make a new glade

Hard at work, sawing and lopping
Hard at work, sawing and lopping

One of the glades which had previously been cleared showing the beginnings of a diverse flora. (see text for more details)
Constructing the barrier to deter vehicles and encourage the public to keep to the path

This section is where we had previously planed wild flowers, had become waterlogged and damaged by vehicles
This section is where we had previously planed wild flowers, had become waterlogged and damaged by vehicles.

Carrying wood to construct the barrier with
Spear Thistles

Sue digging out some spear thistles
Michael and Roger hard at work getting ready to spread wood chips

This robin was singing so beautiful in a nearby tree
Many bags of litter and rubbish were once again collected.

David and Brian servicing some of our tools.
Andy did a great job in tidying our tools in the shed